Horn Or*(/0;Q) in which/ (respectively, 77) is an isomorphism of graded algebras (respectively graded spaces). Evidently /^-equivalence implies ^-equivalence and c-7r-equivalence, and it is easy to see that the converses usually fail. If, however, K is a closed connected subgroup of a connected Lie group G we have THEOREM 
I. Let £" : G/K -> E v -> B be fibrations as described at the start of the introduction, and suppose that £1 is associated with a principal G-bundle via the standard action of G on G/K. Then (i) £1 and £2 are h-equivalent if and only if they are c-ir-equivalent.
(ii) Ifji* is surjective then £1 and £2 are h-equivalent if and only if they are strictly c-equivalent.
COROLLARY. Let £ : G/K -* E -> B be a Serre fibration of simple spaces which is c-equivalent to the trivial fibration B X G/K. Then it is h-equivalent toB X G/K.

Proof. The isomorphism / : H*(E)=>H*(B)
® H*(G/K), inducing the automorphism / of H*(G/K) can be composed with id ® f~l to show that £ is strictly c-equivalent to the trivial fibration. Now apply Theorem I (ii) with £1 the trivial fibration. and the automorphism which interchanges the two elements of degree 5 does not factor over f *.
Theorem I is proved via minimal models. The proof applies verbatim to the larger class of rational fibrations ( [7] ) which are "two stage", and so we work in that setting. Rational fibrations and some necessary facts about models are recalled in Section 2 where also we define "two stage" and state the relevant generalization of Theorem I (Theorem II).
In Section 3 we derive the explicit form of the model of a fibration associated with a principal bundle via the action of G on G/K. (This is established in [3, Theorem IX, Section 12.30] for smooth bundles and real coefficients.) This, in particular, gives the rational model for G/K. (The real version is due to Cartan [2] .) It also shows that such fibrations are two stage, so that Theorem I does follow from Theorem II. In Section 4 we show that for many homogeneous spaces c-equivalent fibrations with fibre G/K are automatically c-7r-equivalent (so that Theorem I may be applied). Finally, Section 5 contains the proof of Theorem II. The fibre of a two stage fibration is a two stage space, as are H spaces, homogeneous spaces (Section 4) and pure spaces [4] . On the other hand the rational fibration and
is not two stage, even though its fibre is a two stage space.
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Now fix path connected pointed spaces F and B and consider the class of all rational fibrations £ with fibre F and base B. We say that two such rational fibrations £" : The definitions of (strict) ^-equivalence and of c-7r-equivalence given in the introduction apply verbatim to rational fibrations, except that Hom z (r*(F) ; 0) has to be replaced by ir+*(F).
2.3
Remark. Suppose that £i and £ 2 are c-equivalent and that the diagram (1.1) can be chosen so that / = a* for some automorphism a of the model (AX, d F ) for F. Then £i and £ 2 are c-7r-equivalent. In particular strict ^-equivalence implies c-7r-equivalence.
If F is formal (cf. [8] or [6] ) every automorphism of H*(F) is of the form f = a* and so in this case c-equivalence always implies C~TT-equivalence.
In Section 3 we shall show that a fibration G/K -» E -> B associated with a principal G-bundle (G/K as in Theorem I) is two stage. As well we recover the classical fact that dim -K+*(G/K) < oo . With these results Theorem I is a special case of Combining (3.1) and (3.2) we can construct a commutative diagram
in which 7*, /3* are isomorphisms and p is denned by p(Q G ) = 0, p = identity in QKI is a homotopy commutative diagram. Since B 0 is 1-connected and H*(G/K) has finite type it follows that £ is a rational fibration. Hence by [5, Section 20.5] a A-model (not necessarily A-minimal) for £ is given by With these identifications many of the results in [3] go over from real to rational coefficients. We shall recall certain of these here. They will be applied to show that for certain classes of homogeneous spaces as fibre, cohomological equivalence of fibrations implies c-7r-equivalence.
First, recall from [3] that
Since AQ K ® P G is a model and since dim Q K = rkK, dim P G = dim here P -P (& P. Because H(AQ ® AP) has finite dimension, dim P ^ dim Ç. If we set def (G/K) = dim P -dim Q we have then this filtration defines a spectral sequence with £i term (H*(G/K) ® Av, Vi), where Vi is zero in H*(G/K) and Vifl = co. Thus the E 2 term is given by Consider now the following three classes of homogeneous spaces G/K:
™(G/K), and define a linear map Ô : H*(G/K) -+ H*(G/K) by ô(p) =
Note that class (1) contains the symmetric spaces [3, Section 11.5] as well as all the examples in [3, Chapter 11, Section 4]. In [3, Section 11.14] it is shown that Q(n)/SU(n) is in class (2) for n ^ 5.
PROPOSITION. Suppose G/K belongs to one of the above classes. Then every automorphism f of the graded algebra H*(G/K) embeds in a commuta
in which g is an isomorphism of graded spaces.
In particular, for such spaces Theorem I remains valid when C--K-equivalence is replaced by c-equivalence in the statement of (i).
Proof. The proposition is obvious in case (1) (G/K formal) because in that case / = a* for some automorphism, a, of the model. We now consider cases (2) It remains to show that <j> is an isomorphism. Because <j> is the identity in A F it induces a homomorphism of c.g.d.a.'s a : AX -» AX such that p 2 0 = api. Let (?(a) : X -» X be the linear map such that fa = Q(a)f. Since A F and AX are connected, it is clearly sufficient to prove Q(a) is an isomorphism. Since X(==7ty*(F)) is a graded space of finite type we need only prove Q(a) injective.
We show first that if Q(a) becomes injective when restricted to some graded subspace W C X, then <j> restricted to A F ® AW is also injective. 
Then fp 2 / = fp 2 and it follows, as above, that / is an isomorphism. Since / coincides with 0 in A F ® AW 7 we conclude that 0 is indeed injective in this subalgebra.
Next by putting 0(1 ® x<) = $< + Wj. Then p 2 0 = pi continues to hold. It follows that <t> is an isomorphism.
